
W         hen conducting an audit, knowing 
which areas to test and developing the 

right tests is an essential part of your work.  
The Financial App saves hours of effort when 

creating standard test routines. It can be used on 
every audit engagement to improve the quality and 

consistency of your work.

Make data-driven decisions powered by analytics.

Boost Your Productivity with the 
Financial App
The Essential Collection of Financial Audit Tests & Reports

The Financial App has saved  
us lots of time and is very easy 
to use. You simply select the 
tests you want to run and follow 
the steps to get your results.  
It increases productivity from 
day one.”
  — Bistra Dimitrova, 
         Internal Audit Manager, 

Kronos Incorporated

Pre-Build Analytic Tests

Eliminate the guesswork about which areas to test 
with this collection of 55+ analytic test and reports  
for business-critical areas: 

              General Ledger   Accounts Payable  
Accounts Payable    Fixed Assets    Inventory



The App helps perform standard evaluations and run specific 

audit tests to detect issues. It can be used on every audit 

engagement to boost productivity and improve audit quality 

and consistency. 

  Works seamlessly with CaseWare IDEA® to deliver  

results in seconds

 Easy to use – minimal training required to get started

  Provides a standard set of automatic audit tests in every 

year-end audit  

  Integrates into the audit cycle to replace conventional 

procedures

  Ensures audits are uniform and increases the quality of  

all year-end audits

  Tests are itemized in a process-oriented logical structure  

by audit phases

  Creates independency of different accounting systems  

and their system-based evaluations

  Simplifies journal entry testing required by the International 

Standards on Auditing (ISA 240.32 and ISA 240.A43)

Easy to Use, Easy to Implement
1.   Import client data

2.   Launch the Financial App (FIN) and select desired routines

3.  Correlate data field names in routines and files using “Define 

Tags” button

4.   Press OK and review results in “Conclusions” fly-out window

About Audimation Services, Inc.

Audimation Services is a data analytics company that, since 

1994, has combined deep industry experience and proven 

technology solutions to transform raw data into actionable 

information. We are your single source for powerful data 

analytics technology like CaseWare IDEA®, purpose-built 

solutions to tackle pressing challenges and rapid-adoption 

resources for long-term success. 

888.641.2800 | sales@audimation.com | audimation.com

Extend Your Reach

See the App in Action!
Contact sales@audimation.com to 

schedule a live demonstration.


